Presidential Debate Pre-Game Social Hour

To add a little fun to the debate watching, keep a tally of some things that might happen. Mark an “X” if/when the following occur:

1. Biden begins a sentence with “Look…” _______________________________
2. Trump says: “Billions and billions,” or “It costs a lot of money” ___________________
3. Biden wears a mask ________________________________________________
4. Trump says “Strongly”______________________________________________
5. Biden takes credit for creating a strong economy _____________________________
6. Someone mispronounces Kamala (2 points if it’s Biden) ______________________
7. A candidate claims black people love them __________________________________
8. Hillary chimes in on Twitter____________________________________________
9. Trump uses the phrase “China Virus” _____________________________________
10. You throw your remote at the TV _________________________________________
11. Biden mentions Obama twice in the same sentence __________________________
12. You miss George Bush? ________________________________________________
13. Trump calls Biden “Sleepy Joe” _________________________________________
14. Chris Wallace looks close to tears _________________________________________
15. Biden uses the phrase: “This is not a joke,” “This is not hyperbole,” “Here’s the deal” (one point each) _________________________________________________________
16. Biden points his finger ________________________________________________
17. At some point you wish for a third candidate __________________________________
18. A political ad is run during the commercial breaks ____________________________
19. You email your accountant to let them know that in light of recent news they need to up their game___________________
20. Wild Card: Something you never expected the candidate to say ___________________

Score______